The silver reaction of nucleolar proteins in the main structural compartments of ring-shaped nucleoli in smear preparations.
The present study was undertaken to provide more information on the conditions which result in preferential silver staining of the main nucleolar structural compartments using silver stainable proteins as their markers at the light microscopic level. For this study the mostly used method in cytology and pathology in which the nucleolar silver-positive structures are "developed" with the colloidal developer (Howell and Black, 1980; Ploton et al., 1986) was selected as silver reaction. Ring-shaped nucleoli of mature human lymphocytes represent a convenient model for such a study because they consist of one large fibrillar center, adjacent nucleolar regions with dense fibrillar components and the nucleolar peripheral shell with dense granular components. All these nucleolar compartments are known to possess characteristic silver stainable proteins. The results demonstrated that proteins of the fibrillar center and possibly adjacent nucleolar regions reacted preferentially with silver after a relatively long fixation with formaldehyde or methanol in unwashed specimens before the silver reaction. In contrast, the preferential staining of proteins in the nucleolar peripheral shell with silver was achieved after the fixation with acidified methanol or ethanol as well as after short fixation with formaldehyde vapors. In addition, the commonly used fixation before the silver reaction are not necessary and may be omitted for the visualization of all silver stainable proteins present in the fibrillar center as well as in the adjacent nucleolar regions and the nucleolar peripheral shell. In addition, similar results were achieved for the simultaneous visualization of proteins in the fibrillar center and nucleolar peripheral shell after fixation with ethanol.